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DIGEST:

l. Unsuccessful biader for contract under Federal
grant contends that grantee's affirmative
determination of low bidder's responsibility
is erroneous because low bidder has no experi-
tnce iii manufacture of generic type of AC swJtch-
4ear:as required by solicitation. Where solic-
itation requires "similar" experience, GAO
has limited to treview to whether evidence of
specified experincewas submitted and has
declined to review affirmative responsibility
detterminations, abse'nt alleged fraud, because A
such matters of suhjective judgment are reserved
to contracting agencies.

2. Unsuccessful bidder contends that low4 bidder does
not have experience repitred by solicitation
in manufacture of certain.rectifiers for extra-
hbavy rapiadirinsit substation service.. G.OG!
finds"'no solicitatich requirinent that p%'odpectie
contractor dem&o6rstrite experience in manufacture
of otqxpnment ()I to be suppliipd uider contract or
(2) meet liteerl, te:ms of NEMA RU-9 standkrd.
Accordingly, GAO/declines to review grantee's
affirmative responsibility determination based on
its subjective evaluation of evidence submitted by
awardee.

ThetjUnited Sk1t'es^District Court for the District
of Masi3ch'u3etts has requested our opinion intdconnec-
tion with 6ivi1,4ct''o bNo. 78-574-T, entitled Gouild,
Inc gaaO. FuJ ilectici,,LTD. v. MSacgftufsetts
Bay Trafisportation -AMithority and 'berlt Kiley. Prior
to filing thTCHiraci-orW7 Goui ,Inc.p,'and Fuji Electric
Co., L , (Godid), requested that our Office review
the proIosed nward oft a contract by the Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) with the approval
of the' Urban Mass Transportation Administration,
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Department oflTransportatibh. Subsxqquent,4y, award
of the contract for. furnishig. and installation of
rectifier and switchg'ear equi pmet was-made to the
joint venture of Nissho-Iwai- American Corporation,
U.S,.A., and ftitachi, LTD, (Hitachi), The eqdipment
stas required tor itn.UMTA-apprwved.project which would
be 80-percent federally funded under section 3 of the
UrbanMass Transpottatiorn Act of 1964, as amended,
49 U.S.C. S 1602 (1970). After receipt of Gould's
complaint, we requested reports from UMTA, MBTy, Gould,
and Hitachi. The numerous, lengthy, and thorough
reports and comments received in response form the
basis for our views. In addition, an informal con-
ference was hold in our Office to clartfy the issues.
O',r purpose here is to provide the c.ouit with our
views.

BACKGROIN"D

Gould's Basis .Of Complhint

The soljPitation isAued by MBTA contained th.e
following special provisfonAs relating to the
qualifications oF the contractor:

?APP~rionce

"Contractor shall have a demionbtrate'd
ability in the successful manufacture of
silicon rectifier conversion equipment
for extra-heavy rapid transit substation
service [section 5.CJ ."

ManufactureLs of Equipment Subcontracted

"Manufacturers of the subcont'rcted
equipment shall have a demonstated
ability in the successful manufacture of
the.generic type of equipment they propose
to furnish (section 5.GJ`' 

In its low bid, Hitachi stated that it would
be the prime contractor of the alternating current
switchgear and the extra-heavy-duty rectifier
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required by the specifications Hitachi provided
information at MBTA's request to satiify the respon-
sibility criteria In sections S.C and 5.G of the
solicitation,

With regard to Hitachi's exparience in the
manufacture of rectifiers, the relevant MBTA
specifications and Hitachi's experience follow:

MBTA Spei- Victorian Kinki RR Tobu aR sink , Rk Tobu RR
ifications RR (1970) J(19742 J1975) .1.f6) (1977).

Voits dc: 1500 Vdc 1500 Ildc 1500 Vdc 1500 Vdc 1500 Vdc
590 Vflc

Amperes dc: 1667 2667 2000 2667 4000
5005 Ado

KW: { 2550 4000 3000 4000 6000
3000 iKW

Cooling Unspeci- Oil- Oil- Freon Freon
Systems fied Immersed Immersed
Natural Ai r
Convec t ion
of rectifier
elements

Gould argues that equipment for "extra-heavy rapid
transit substation service" is defined by provisions
of theqsolicitatioru which require that 'all equipment
fu'rhn'ishhd'under the corEuact,.. 60Miply with the latest
applicable 'itandard bf tfie` National Electrial Manriu
fad'tutirs' Associatidn, kA);RX 9 or the specifications
when-.tte. latter st~ondar:l is higher. Gould states that,
the' solicitation's spec fications for sIlicon rectifier
cchfvrsion equipment are higher than the iNEMA RI-9
standard; tharefore, in order to be eligible for award,
Hitachi must have previously produced equipment for
transit substation service that is substantially similar
to the specified equipment.
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Gould contends that the information *ubpitted to
MBTA by Hitachi shows on its face, that Hitachi has
never manurifactuzed a silicon rectifier for extra-
heavy rapid transit substation serviicel as required by
the experience provisions of the solicitation. In
Gould's view, the information filed with MBTA shows that
Hitachi has pever manufactured (1) cooling systems
other than those utilizing forced air, oil immecsion,
or freon immersion and the specifications call for
natural cor'vection air--cooling, (2) a rectifier which
could meet the~,overload standards and the short cir-
cuit require ent as set forth in the specifications,
and (3) a rectifier for traction service with a current
capacity (after deration) as large as that specified
by 1ABTA.

With regard to AC switchgear, Gould corntends that
Hitachi's information shows that Hitachi is a fabricator,
not a manufacturer as required by the solicitation.

MBPA's Determination

MBTA interprets section S.C to require experience
in the manufacture of rectifiers for extra-heavy rapid
transit service, but not to require a bidder to actually
have manufactureddthe equipment specified. With
rerjard to switchgear, MBTA interprets the specifications
to require a bidder to poscess the ability to perform
the required work and have general experience in the
field.

MBTA states that (l)lit conducted extensive prebid
qualification procedures and detailed reviews of the
submitted bids, (2) it requestedljitatchi to submit
inform'ation to establish its manufacturing etperience,
(3) Gould's objection-'were considerbd by MBTA's technical
consultant in light, of the) information submitted by
Hitachi, and (4) the consultant recommended &eard
to the low bidder, Hitachi. Accordingly, MBTA deter-
mined that Hitachi was the low responsive and responsible
bidder.

a
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Wo note that META's consultant interpreted section
S.C as requic'lg ,bidders to demonstrate experience in
manufacturing'Lpitn "equivalent" to extra-heavy traction
service as defined by NEMA RI-9.

UNTA's Concurrence

At Gould's request, UMTA reviewed MBTA's deter-
mination and,',aft6! considering arguments from the
parties, issucti, ir opinion concurring wieh MBTA.
UMTA believes that MBTA, by the terms of its bidding
documents and UMTA requirements, is required to award
to the lowest eligible resppnsihle bidder and the
question of whether Hitachi' meets the experience
requirements of sections 5.C anid 5.G is a matter of
restPiisibility. .:9MTA further bl1ieves that the MBTA
specification corstains definitive tesponsi'biiit'
requirements wl'ifh Hitachi has adequately satisfied.
UVTA also believes that the experience provisions donot require experience in the production of the silicon
rectifier and sitc hgear specified, but merely require
that Hitachi (1) demonstrate su.-essful.manufacture ofa silicon rectiffer,(-2) demonstnite that the rectifier
was the extra-heavy Cype, and (3) demonstrate that the
rectifier was for rapid transit substation service.

* At issue, in UMTA's view, is only (2) above,:whether Hitachi manufactured anmextra-heavy type
rectifler,,,as thnat; term is understood by th6 industry
and expressed in the I4EMA I-9standatd governing
extra-heaVy traction." Information concerning equipment
fo't the Keiban Electric Railway, submitted by Hitachi
a er the MBTA affirmative responsibility determinatlon,
indicated that an existing rectifier (rated at 3,,000-
KWt 600-volt) was reassigned!''a rating of 2, 300-KW
and compared to the .rquiremer.ts of the NEMA RI-9
*standards UMTA concluded /hat this rectifier was
the "extra-heavy" type. Moreover, UMTA noted that
MBTAaand its consulting engineers reviewed, Hitachi'submsions and in their collective technical judgment
concluded that Hitachi satisfied the "extra-heavy"
requirement.
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With respect to the manufacture of Lditchgear,
UMTA states thit there is no requirement in' the solici-
tation for a bidder to have manufactured switchgear
rated at 750-MVA, but even if there were, Hitachi sub-
mitted ihformation showing that it had successfully
rnanufactured such equijament. Accordingly, UMTA found
the MBTA determination to be rationally based.

UMTA reports that the,,MBTA project in question is
funded by the Federal Government on the condition that
contracts in excess of $10,000 be awarded only after
formal advertising and free, open, and unrestricted
competitive bidding. UMTA.also reports that its External
Operating Manual, prescribing competitive bidding pro-
cedures, for grantees, provides that (1) contracts for
the items inquestion shall be awarded to the lowest
responsive and responsible bidder! and (2).grLhtees are
authorized to employ their own procurement standards
and regulations, provided they adhere to general Federal
standards of competitive bidding.

ANALYSIS

Affirmative Responsibility Determinations by Grantees

Our Office will nbt review a matter involving a
grantee's determination that a low bidder is responsible
unless fraud is alleged or it is alleged that. a
"def'intive res'ponsibility criterion" contained in the
suliiltat'ion has not been applied. The 'Babcoak &rWilcox
CompanyW, 57 Comp. Gen. 85 (1977), 77-2 CPD 368. When
a solicitation used in a direct Federal procurement
contains a restriction on competition such as a
definitive responsibility criterion, we have deter-
mined that sound procurement practice require's that
the procuring agency rigidly enforce it because (1)
other potential bidders may have, participt ated if they
knew that the agency was not sdrious about the restrictive
requirement, Vid (2) participating bidderis may have
bid differently if they, knew that competition would be
increased. Haughton Elevator Division, 55 Comp. Genr,
1051 (1976), 76-1 CPD 294. We Eetteve that this Federal
norm is equally applicable co grantee procurements as
a basic principle of Federal procurement law to be
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followed by grantes". See Illinois Equal Employment
Oppornity Regultions for Fublic Contracts,
54 Compo Gen. 6 {1974), 74-2 CPD 1; The Babcock & Wilco;
COM2anyr supra.

Definitive Res onsibility-Criteria

"Definitive responsibility criteria" involve
specific and objective factors. Por example, In the
Haughton Elevator DViVision 'decision, the solicitation
contained a requirement that the successful "bidder
shall have had approximately 5 years successful
experience in repairing and servicing the specified
equipment." Another example of specific and objective
factors wa's involved in F-Systems, Inc., B-190693,
March 28, 1978, 78-1 CPD 236, where the solicitation
provided as follows:

"* * * Bidders must meet these
standards to be considered for award.

.'Before a bidder will be awarded
a contract, he must show, at least by
the time of the pre-award survey,

"1. That the bidder has successfully
produced the AN/PRC-77 or, within the
lait (5) years, equipment of the same
general complexity as the Radio Set
AN/PRC-77. * * * Equipment other than
a PRC-77 will be considered of the same
general complexity as a PRC-77 if it:

"a. is an HF, UHF or VHF Radio;
and,

"b. has plug'"in modular design
using at least 10 modules o't which at
'least four require dndividual electrical
peaking or alignment as part of the
manufacturing process; and,
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Mc. uses printed circuit boards in
the radio, at least fifteen of which
contain some discrete components, such
as transistors, diodes, capacitors
resistors; and,

"d. employs phase-lock loop method
of frequency synthesis and,

"e. was produced to meet military
or similar standards for electrical,
mochnical and environmental require-
ments."

In the instant solicitation, we believe that
section 5,C--requiring experience in the manufacture
of silicon rectifier conversion equipment for. extra-
heavy rapid transit substation service--and section
5.G--requiring experience in manufacture of the generic
type of equipment to be furnished--establish definitive
responsibility criteria, which are subject to review
by our Office.

Scope of Review

In Mosler Airmatic Systems Divisien, B-187586,
January 21, 1977, 77-i CPD>.42, the solicitation
required the successful offeror to provide "proof of
successful installations similar in nature." Similarly,
in Continental Service Company, B-187700, January 25,
1977, 77-1 CPD 53, the solicitation required bidders
to furnish evidence of having performed firefighting
services "of the type required for a period of at least
three years" and of experience in providing plant
security services. And, recently, in Johnson Controls,
Inc., B-191262, April 27, 1978, 78-1 CPD 442, the
solicitation required that each bidd3er hive "a
successful working system in operation for at least
2 years using CRT and software routines ftiii&¼6nally
similar to those outlined in these specifidations."
In each of the above decisions, we essentially limited
the scope of our review to ascertaining whether evidence
of the specified ex erience had been submitted because,
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absent allegations of fraud, the sufficiency or relative
quality of that evidence i., in our view, a matter
reserved to the subjective judgment of the contracting
agency.

We believe that this is the scope of review which
should be applied with regard to section 5.G--requiring
experience in the manufacture of the "generic type"
of equipment to be furnished. Since the awar4ee sub-
mittet substantial evidence regarding its, experience
in manufacturing the generic type of alternating current
switchgear specified, we will not further review the
MBTA's subjective determination that the evidence of the
required experience was satisfactory.

With regard to the experience requirement IOf
section 5.C--reiuiring experience in the manufacture
of silicon rectifier conversion equipment for extra-
heavy rapid transit substation service--after reviewing
the solicitation and considerinjg all the arguments,
we do not find any express intent in sectipn 5.c that
the contractor must have previously manufactured (1)
the equipment to be provided under the contract, or
(2)\equipmeht which would meet the literal requirements
of NEMA RI-9, establiuhing standards for forced-air-cooled
and water-dboled silicon rectifier units for trans-
portation power supplies. While all-the parties agree
that the term "extra-heavy" as used in sectibt.' 5.C derives
meaning and specificity from the "extra-hed'fiytraction'
portion of NEMA RI-9, wecannot find any express or
implied intent that a bidder would be ineligible for
award if it had not previously manufactuted equipment
with minimum operating characteristics identical to
those outlined in NEMA RI-9. The solicitation3 only
direct or express reference to'NEMA RI-9 is for 'the pur-
pose of establishing minimum standards for the equipment
to be provided by the awardee under the terms of the
contract whebr the specifications do not establish
higher standards. See solicitation, page 1-1. since
we find no requirement fbr compliance with NEMA RI-9
in section 5.C, the awardee was only required to show
prior experience in manufacturing the designated rec-
tifiers for extra-heavy service. Information was
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subi-tttbed by the awirdee which satiafied the grantee
and i-'; consulting engineers that the Mierdees
experAence in manufacturing the designmtd rectifiers
for eOitra-heavy. service wuuld make it cagtbte of per-
fornnltn in acdordance with contractual teq-uirements.
In oux view, that determination must be le-ft largely
to th. sound discretion and "ubjec~iwve qt jidnent of
the gwrantee. Yardney Electric Corpiora-tiorn. 54 Comp.
Gen, 549 (1974) , 74-2 CPD 376; Johnson Controls. Inc.,
supra, Therefore, while we note that the quintee and
grarmor strongly contend that t.,e awardee last experience
Oamafeituring equipment in compliance wtch WJMA r1-9,
it Le not rnecessary to reach that queation to conclude
that there was d rational basis for the ceaponsibility
deterrwi nation,

Accordingly, our Office would net cusetion or
object to MBTA's award.

Deptuty C roG 1eril
of the UnL ted States




